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“All the news that ﬁts.”
Our members are 110% committed to excellence in our
real estate profession. Our mission encompasses:
Sharing BEST Practices with our colleagues; treating
all referrals with the utmost of care, honesty and

Seth Task

integrity; and being involved in organized real estate

Cleveland, OH
sethtask@taskhomes.com
216-276-1626

for the betterment of our profession."

A R E A

Thoughts from

Seth Task

B O A R D
Dear Fellow AREA Members,

Carl A. Bosse, Green Valley;
President
Suzanne Cooper, Ridgewood;
Executive Vice President

Somewhere, Somehow,
There is knew beginning!,life is once more for living
Somewhere, Somehow”!
Those iconic Lyrics from “West Side Story” say it all. We have come
through what can only be described as the worst year of our joint lives.

ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS:
Seth Task, Cleveland;
Chair
Hans Hansson, San Francisco;
Vice Chair

And, look around, we are whole, in-tact, can think, can do and yes, we have
our families and we each other. Let’s vow to continue to do the right things,
speak well of one another, share, forgive when needed. and, as we do,
move on … with hope and love in our hearts and minds for a better
tomorrow for all. Being a part of you means so much more to me than you
will ever know.
My thanks. God Bless!

Deborah Baisden, Virginia Beach

Seth

Diana Bull, Santa Barbara
Gloria Cannon Hilliard, Columbus
Meri Crandall, St. George
Gail Hartnett, Boise
Ken Libby, Stowe
Andrea McKey, Baton Rouge
Bill Milliken, Ann Arbor
Linda Jones Neil, Los Cabos
Jeanne Radsick, Bakersfield
Craig Sanford, Phoenix
Hagan Stone, Nashville
A R E A M E R I C A S . C O M

As the industry's leading digital real estate tool, RPR gives you access to data
and reports that will help you “wow” your clients and close more deals. You
can use RPR to research properties, gauge the market and generate detailed
reports. It will help you make a memorable first impression, be more efficient
and more productive, and ultimately, take more clients to the closing table.
Here’s what RPR offers every REALTOR®:
Easy access to the nation’s largest property database.
Data and tools to research properties, markets, neighborhoods, and schools.
Exclusive automated value: the Realtor Valuation Model® (RVM®).
Customizable, client-friendly reports, branded with your info.
Access data on-the-go and respond to clients in seconds with RPR Mobile™
Commercial tools: demographic data, consumer spending behavior
and investment analysis.

NEW MEMBERS
JENNIFER VUCETIC
To begin the new year, we welcome our newest member from the great state of New York, who,
thoughtfully, shared the following with us:
“What exciting times we live in. I was so thrilled to get a call from Gail Hartnett. She always lifts my
spirits and leaves me feeling ready to conquer the day. After speaking with you, Carl, I realized that
AREA fits my goals and what I am striving for in my business relationships. I could feel the energy and
excitement of all our correspondence. I can't wait to get started.

Jennifer Vucetic
Clifton Park, NY
jennsoldit@gmail.com
518-879-6318

A little bit about me...
Professionally: I am a proud graduate of the NARLA 2020 class. #2020Revision I will be inducted into
the NAR RPAC Hall of Fame in May of 2021. Finally, I will proudly serve as the New York State Association
of REALTORS as the President- Elect.”

SANDRA MILLER
“Joining this wonderful organization is such a personal honor because it truly consists of the very best
our industry has to offer. I look forward to working and sharing with my fellow members as we move
forward.”
In addition to her brokerage duties, Sandra is a Founding Member - Metro L.A./Beverly Hills Women's
Council of REALTORS ®, is 2020 treasurer of the Beverly Hills, Greater Los Angeles Association of
REALTORS®, as well as a Director of both the California Association of the REALTORS ® and the National

Sandra Miller

Association of REALTORS ®. She is a prolific contributor to RPAC.

Santa Monica, CA
sandra.miller@evrealestate.com
210-460-2525

Gobbledegook!
AREA ZOOM
HAPPY HOUR
7:OOPM ET
THURSDAY, JANUARY 21 ST
Watch for your personal invitation
from Gail Hartnett and Jason Marquis!

YE OLDE PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT!

“SURPRISE, SURPRISE, SURPRISE!”

Welcome to NASHVILLE
AREA 2021 RETREAT
We are thrilled to have you joining us in
AMERICA’s Capital of Country Music
October 17, 18, 19!

More to follow next month
with
Early Registration April 1st

50% off ma
arketing fee
ffor
or 1st
1 t listin
li ting upgrade
AREA SPECIAL

The world of Reall Estate is changing,
is your business e
equiped with the best tools?
FOR CURRENT LISTINGS,
WHEN Y
YOU
OU NEED MORE ACTIVIT
TY
Y

FOR EXPOSURE, WHEN YOU W
WANT
ANT
TO GET MORE LISTINGS

Marketing Matters &
Time-Limited Events

Be a Signature Agent

Showcase your property to interested buyers
with your property listed on RealtyHive, smart
digital marketing and social media ads, and
more. See just how great your property is doing
by checking out your marketing dashbo
oard &
share it with your clients so they know ju
ust how
much you're doing for them!

Co-Branded Landing Page
Co-Branded Postcard
Claimed Listings & Dashboard
Radius A
Aw
wareness Campaign

... and get access to exclusive services:

FOR LEADS, WHEN YOU
YOU WANT
WANT T
TO
WORK WITH MORE BUYERS

Cashiffy
yd
Would y
you be interested in g
getting
g local,,
ȺƵǶǏٌȱɐƊǶǞ˛ƵƮƦɐɯƵȲǶƵƊƮȺǏȌȲǯɐȺɈɈǘƵƧȌȺɈȌǏƊ
referral fee? Then Cashiffy
yd is for you! Buyers
submitt info about when, where, what, and
how much
m
they're looking to spend and
agentss can submit offers of a cashback to
entice buyers to choose them. Offfer
er m
more for
the leads you want or opt out of those you
don't. Platf
P for
orm is free to use.

area.realtyhiv
ve.com

866-6
624-9484

Written by Gwen Robertson, McGrew Intern

SPOTLIGHT: Lawrence, Kansas
To some, Lawrence might be seen as just another small city in
Kansas, but it is so much more than that. Lawrence is a unique town
with a strong sense of community and a rich history. There is
something for everyone here, and that is why it’s so special.
Here are 10 reasons you should move to Lawrence, Kansas:
1) Home to the University of Kansas and Haskell Indian Nations
University
Around 28,000 students from all over the world attend The
University of Kansas. KU is well known for its beautiful campus, grand
history, and of course, its Jayhawk basketball team. Haskell Indian
Nations University is the only inter-tribal university for Native Americans in the United States and represents approximately 150 tribes
across the country.
2) Massachusetts Street
This street is the heart and center of Lawrence. Mass Street and its
neighboring streets are filled with locally owned shops and restaurants. There is something for everyone on Mass!
3) Renowned Museums
Lawrence is home to many interesting and educational museums
that highlight local history. Some museums to check out include: The
KU Natural History Museum, Watkins Museum of History, Spencer
Museum of Art, The Dole Institute of Politics, and Haskell Cultural
Center and Museum.

4) Vibrant Art Scene
The Lawrence Arts Center is a 40,000 square foot, state-of-the-art
contemporary building that makes up a huge part of the Lawrence
culture. The institution’s motto is that art is for everyone. They provide
exhibits, performances, and arts education for individuals of all ages.
Final Fridays also highlights local art. The event takes place on the last
Friday of every month all year long on the streets of Downtown
Lawrence and the Warehouse Arts District. Storefronts transform into
exhibits and performances, along with music and dance.
5) Amazing Food
There is a wide variety of choices for food in Lawrence. Restaurants are
unique and people from all over the state travel to eat the culinary
concoctions. Popular restaurants include Free State Brewery, The
Burger Stand at The Casbah and Limestone.
Photo by Heather Perry

Photo by Jacob Aiken
6) Clinton State Park
Clinton State Park is known for its beautiful lake and breathtaking
sunsets. This park includes a marina for boat storage and rentals,
campgrounds and cabins, a swim beach, hiking and bike trails, fishing
ponds, and an archery range. Clinton Lake is listed as one of the “50
Great Boating Lakes” by Boating World Magazine.

9) Perfect Location: 45 minutes Kansas City 25 minutes Topeka
Lawrence is located just 45 minutes west of Kansas City, which offers
a short drive to a metro hub. It’s also 30 minutes east of Topeka, the
State Capital.

10) A Community Like No Other
Lawrence is a diverse and inclusive community revolved around arts,
culture, education and fun. You will feel like you are home when living
in Lawrence, because there is so much to do and see. Come see for
yourself why Lawrence, Kansas is such a special place!

Photo by Jacob Aiken
7) Exciting Nightlife & Live Music Scene
Lawrence offers a wide variety of nightlife from casual bars to nightclubs and everything in between. The city also has a fantastic live music
scene that pulls in big names. Some places that are well known for
concerts include: The Granada, The Bottleneck, and Liberty Hall.
8) Top Schools
Diversity and inclusion are important factors for Lawrence Public
Schools and has been one of its main focuses since 2009. Since 2011,
the graduation rates have gone up and dropout rates have decreased.

Steve LaRue

Mike McGrew

Lawrence, KS
laruerealtor@gmail.com
785-766-2717

Lawrence, KS
mikemcgrew@
askmcgrew.com
785-865-8115

If you would like your community spollighted, just email carl@areamericas.com

AREA

Member of the Year
2020
So many of us, Suzanne, Elizabeth, Moana, Ryan, Colleen, Dennis, Deborah, Barbara,
Daryl, Brad, Gina, Alex, Chris, Marianne, Sharon, Ronna, Gary, Leigh, Diana, Cindi,
Don, Katy, Gloria, Staci, Dale, Quincy, Anita, Cathy, Jef, Meri, Ann, Miriam, Ed, Patti,
Julie, Eileen, Tom, Anjanette, Evan, Vicki, Franco, Rosanna, John, Steve, Wes, Carlos,
Hans, B.J., Gail, Kerri, George, Cathy, Chelsea, Jo, Nate, Dick, Mary, Keith, Jeff, Pete,
Heather, Ruth, … Oh, the lists goes on and on, and so ya gotta consider Alejandro, Nancy,
Patty, Tangie, Ken, Tim, Vince, Joan, Jason, Brandon, Susan, Mike, Kathleen, David, Andria, Jewell, Sherri, Ellan, Dee Dee, Sandra, Bill, Colin, Linda, Audrey, Cheryl, Pat, Peter,
Mark, Janelle, then there are: Ron, Dave, Dennis, Marion, David, Jeanne, Randy, Heidi,
Agnes, Kathryn, Craig, Phil, Michael, Janice, Dan, Bonnie, Leslie, Donna, Adair, Sally,
Derek, Missy, Jeremy, Mercy; and who can forget those who have also made special contributions to our industry, this group and their communities in the past year: including,
Hagan, Cindi, Yoshi, Angie, Seth, Jim, Fiona, Brian, Shane, Andy, Christy, Trinkie, Jay,
Craig, Vicky, Theresa, Terry, Christian, Judy et al.

Kindly drop AREA a note with your recommendation of whom you think
best personifies the AREA MEMBER OF THE YEAR and that person will
be so honored at our Annual Retreat to be held this year in Nashville.

JANUARY IS RADON ACTION MONTH
Any property can have a radon problem – old or new, well-sealed
or drafty, with or without a basement. The EPA estimates that 1 in 6
homes in the U.S. is affected by radon. Prolonged exposure to unsafe
levels of radon can create an increased risk of lung cancer; in fact,
radon is the second leading cause of lung cancer after smoking and
causes an estimated 21,000 lung cancer deaths each year. Lung cancer
caused by avoidable radon exposure is preventable, but only if radon
issues are detected and mitigated prior to prolonged exposure in
homes and buildings. There is real risk in not knowing if a property
has a high level of radon.
What Is Radon?
Radon is a naturally occurring, odorless radioactive gas formed by
the ongoing decay of uranium in soil, rocks, sediments, and even well
or ground water. While radon that escapes into the atmosphere is not
harmful, dangerously high concentrations can build up indoors,
exposing occupants to possible health risks.
How Does Radon Get Into A Home?
Radon can migrate to the indoors in several ways. Openings or
cracks in basement walls, foundations or floors are common avenues.
Sumps, basement drains, and spaces between gas or water fittings
can also allow radon into the structure. Other entry points can include
gaps in suspended floors and cavities within walls.

Should My Clients Have Their Home Tested For Radon?
Testing is the only way to determine if a home is affected. While
some geographic areas are more prone to elevated radon in general,
radon can and does occur everywhere and levels can vary from home
to home, even within the same neighborhood.
A professional radon test includes setting up monitoring
equipment at the property and reporting on the results. If an elevated
level of radon is detected, steps can be taken to reduce the
concentration to or below acceptable levels inside virtually any home.
These measures can include a relatively simple setup such as a
collection system with a radon vent pipe, which will prevent radon
from entering the home in the first place. Professional mitigation
services can provide recommendations for a home’s specific
conditions.

Stephanie Bowling
Director of Marketing, Pillar To Post Home Inspectors Inc.

A Memo From David White & Associates

How do you help a landlord that wants to retire and
get that listing that may not have happened?
Whether or not you are aware, you probably know

does not need to form an LLC or provide their own financ-

clients or prospective clients looking for a way out of being

ing or cash to replace relinquished debt. The process is

a landlord, but do not want the tax burden of capital gains

much simpler and affords additional consumer protections.

and depreciation recapture that comes with a sale.

Additionally, if the internal leverage in a DST purchase ex-

Maybe they have reached retirement age, want to travel,
are tired of managing properties, and would like a passive
income while deferring capital gains tax.
Sure, a traditional 1031 will get them out of their current
property but puts them back into the landlord role on the
new property. There are many property owners doing

ceeds their debt requirement, the buyer obtains additional
real estate creating a new depreciation schedule.
An investor can sell one property and purchase several
DSTs

to

gain

further

industry

and

geographic

diversification.
A Summary of DST Features and Risks:

nothing to change their circumstances for that very reason,

•

Defer taxes on rental or investment property sale

and they have no interest in selling.

•

Provide steady monthly income from

If you could show them an option that fits their needs,
they may be inclined to list that property!

professionally managed properties
•

Avoid the need to add cash or qualify for debt to

Delaware Statutory Trusts (DST) investments are

meet exchange numbers. Leveraged DSTs can

recognized by the IRS as like/kind real estate investments

solve financing problems

for 1031 and 1033 exchanges. They are similar in nature to

•

T.I.C. investments but provide more investor protection
including non-recourse financing.

purchase fails
•

The properties are operating and leased prior to client
investment. Income starts on the close date. The same

Provide a “filler” to complete an exchange and
avoid boot.

•

rules apply as conventional exchanges regarding use of an
intermediary and 45/180-day exchange rules.. DST shares

Identify a back-up property in case a 1031

Eliminate day to day management of rental
properties

•

Help solve reduced income problems due to

offer easy division to heirs and retain step-up in basis at

vacancy, high tenant turnover, rent control and

death. DSTs can be used as the only exchange property or

increasing expenses.

as a filler for unspent “boot.”

•

Exchanging a property with debt is an option. Many

divided among beneficiaries while retaining step

DSTs include leverage that is passed to the buyer without
qualification or loan application. Unlike a T.I.C., the investor

Provides simple estate planning. Shares are
up in basis.

•

For those retiring and selling their business

Kirk Dobson and Chris Riel offer products and services using the following business names: David White & Associates – insurance and financial services |
Ameritas Investment Company, LLC (AIC), Member FINRA/SIPC – securities and investments | Ameritas Advisory Services (AAS) – investment advisory
services. AIC and AAS are not affiliated with David White & Associates. Representatives of AIC and AAS do not provide tax or legal advice and should not
be construed as a recommendation. Investors should consult their tax advisor or attorney regarding their situation.

property, they provide tax deferral and income.
•
•

•

For 1033 involuntary transfers sales via imminent

on transfer and resale and Investors should

domain

not assume they will be able to resell their

Sell a single property and diversify into multiple

interests.

real estate sectors and locations, all while

•

There is no public market for the Interests.

deferring taxes and retaining step-up in basis

•

Investors may not realize a return on their

at death
•

The Interests are subject to legal restrictions

investment for years, if at all.

DSTs are securitized investments. Investors must

•

There are various tax risks, including the risk

meet Accredited Investor Requirements as

that an acquisition of an Interest may not

defined by the SEC: In the United States, to be

qualify as a Section 1031 Exchange.

considered an accredited investor, one must have
a net worth of at least $1,000,000, excluding the

David White & Associates can help. Contact Chris Riel

value of one's primary residence, or have income

or Kirk Dobson for more information.

at least $200,000 each year for the last two years
(or $300,000 combined income if married) and
have the expectation to make the same amount
this year. The term "accredited investor" is
defined in Rule 501 of Regulation D of the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
•

An investment in the Interests of the Trust
involves significant risk and is suitable only for
Investors who have adequate financial means,
desire a relatively long-term investment and who
will not need immediate liquidity for their
investment and can afford to lose their entire
investment.

Chris Riel CFP®

Kirk Dobson CFP®, ChFC, ChSNC

925-277-2683
criel@dwassociates.com
www.Rieladvisor.com

925-277-2649
kdobson@dwassociates.com
www.Kirkdobson.com

PERSPECTIVE
A C O M M E NTARY FROM CHRIS MCELROY

Chris McElroy
Fort Collins, CO
chris@thegroupinc.com
970-377-4927

What the Experts Say about 2021
The housing market was a shining star in 2020, fueling the - Mark Fleming, Chief Economist, First American
“Mortgage rates are expected to remain low for the
economic turnaround throughout the country. As we look
foreseeable future and millennials will continue forming
forward to 2021, can we expect real estate to continue showing
households, keeping demand robust, even if income
such promise? Here’s what two experts have to say about the
growth moderates. Despite the best intentions of home
year ahead.
builders to provide more housing supply, the big short
in housing supply will continue into 2021 and likely
- Lawrence Yun, Chief Economist, National Association of
keep house price appreciation flying high.”
Realtors (NAR)
Whether you’re ready to buy or sell a home in 2021, if you’re
“In 2021, I think rates will be similar or modestly
planning to take advantage of the market this winter, contact me to
higher, maybe 3%…So, mortgage rates will continue
learn about the opportunities available in Northern Colorado.
to be historically favorable.”

STOP SELLING
YOURSELF SHORT
Hans Hansson’s new, highly recommended, book for newcomers and
everyone else. “Great read!” “Perfect for new agents!”

PURCHASE YOUR COPY HERE

Why Choose Old Republic Home Protection?

“Uncompromising Home Warranty Protection”
Because home is where the heart is.

Every home is unique, which is why we offer customizable
home warranty plans to meet the specific needs of home
sellers and home buyers. We're committed to providing
effective, efficient solutions, so you can celebrate the joy of
homeownership!
Visit our Home Warranty Video Gallery to learn more about
our home warranty plans and meet our People
Helping People.

Jeff Velez
Regional Vice President
T: 800.282.7131 Ext. 1237 | C: 407.620.6664 | jeffv@orhp.com
Old Republic Home Protection | Old Republic Insurance Group
P.O. Box 5017, San Ramon, CA 94583
www.orhp.com

On the Lighter Side
with Trinkie
Featuring Tahoe’s Trinkie Watson and her wit and wisdom.
When insults had class:
"He uses statistics as a drunken man uses lamp-posts...
for support rather than illumination." - Andrew Lang (1844-1912)
“He is not only dull himself; he is the cause of dullness in others." - Samuel Johnson

Trinkie Watson
Lake Tahoe, CA
twatson@chaseinternational.com
530-582-0722

Legal Update (Aug/Sept Dennis is off this month)
with Dennis Badagliacco past Chair of the Legal Advisory Committee of the NAR

Dennis Badagliacco

Let us just begin by apologizing for the fact that we did not ask Dennis to provide us any legal

San Jose, CA
dennisb@legacyrea.com
408-218-1800

commentary this month. Over the years, Dennis has become the most prolific and well read of all
of our many contributors. (No reflection on anyone else) But our readers relish his great insights
and sage commentary so much that we expect a plethora of bad emails over this interlude to
salute a this humble man, so generous with his time and so thoughtful in the process.
Thanks, Dennis and Mea Culpa to everyone else. The Editor.

A BIG

ThankYou
to our 2021 Sponsors

